
 

  Comments on ST/SG/AC.10/C.3/2010/82 (Chairman of the 
correspondence working group) 

  Transmitted by the International Dangerous Goods and Containers 
Association (IDGCA) 

  Authorized Materials 

1. Taking into account comments of the UK we express readiness to correct types of the 
materials supposed to transport in FBCs and to limit them to PGIII, at least, as a temporary 
variant. 

2. Concerning a DGAC proposal to add in the list of authorized materials "aluminum 
smelting by-products" and "aluminum remelting by-products" UN3170 we consider that it 
is premature and requires studying since similar substances evolve combustible gases when 
contacting with water that is not excluded in case of unapproved FBC destruction.  

  Flexible Bulk Container Specifications 

3. We can not agree with concerns of the UK concerning FBC bulging. The FBC 
construction proposed by the IDGCA provides a higher rigidity degree in comparison with 
IBCs, at that, equally both for completely loaded FBCs and for partially filled FBCs. A 
filled part of the FBC always has a cylindrical form limited to a framed net. It is necessary 
to note that FBCs loaded fully or partially have a "rigid" frame in the loaded part not 
changing in diameter at any method of transport: by sea, by rail, by internal waterways or 
by motor roads.  

4. By way of illustration to the comment of the UK on cargo closing reliability we give 
Picture 1 of the FBC (top view) in which a close coiled loading sleeve tied at the bottom is 
visible. Precipitation ingress or cargo loss through the coiled loading sleeve was not 
observed for the period of FBC operation. By a waterproofness (weatherproofness) index 
an FBC roof exceeds ВK1-type containers and is not inferior to ВK2-type containers (ВK = 
intercase).  
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Picture 1 

 
5. We agree with the UK in necessity of carrying out periodic FBC examination 
(inspection) for the purpose to confirm its operational functionality. Inspections in Russia 
are carried out using a trial cut method as it is described in UN/SCETDG/INF.8. Necessity 
to have details in the FBC construction allowing carrying out inspections with the trial cut 
method is marked in point 6.8.5.1.7 in the section of requirements for FBC of official 
document ST/SG/AC.10/C.3/2010/58. And a procedure of inspection carrying out is given 
in point 6.8.5.3.12.  

As for concerns of the UK concerning unauthorized reuse of containers then such a 
problem exists for FIBC flexible containers. There will be no such a problem for FBC 
containers since these containers are reusable, but there are concerns in application of some 
FBCs which don't meet technical inspection requirements. But it is a competence of other 
bodies.  

6. We agree with Germany that an FBC doesn't correspond to requirements of section 6.8 
of the Recommendations on transport of dangerous goods in that form in which this 
document exists today. Besides, the FBC really doesn't meet existing definition of 
containers with ВK1 and ВK2 codes. But the FBC is a new word in transport technology. 
The FBC is used for more than 13 years in many countries for transport of bulk dangerous 
goods. it is About a half-million tonnes of dangerous goods were accident-free transported 
in FBCs for this period of time, at that, FBC durability and reliability have been repeatedly 
proved, whereas flexibility and greater capacity are a commercial effectiveness pledge. By 
the decision ST/SG/AC.10/C.3/70 point 52 of the 35th Session of Subcommittee IDGCA 
prepared a proposal for introduction of a new type of an FBC container with the ВK3 code 
to section 1.2.1 and chapters 3.2, 4.3 and 6.8 in the Recommendation on transport of 
dangerous goods.  

  Testing provisions 

  General concerns 

7. We can't agree with concerns of the UK in FBC stability. So, owing to harmony of 
diameter and height, FBCs are a stable construction. This fact is confirmed by the Ministry 
of Transport in the form of a permission to transport FBCs in open railroad cars (the cars 
without roofs with height of boards about 2.0 meters) without their fastening to the car. 
These decisions of the Ministry were accepted after container testing for dynamic stability 
at impact of the railroad cars on which FBCs were installed without fastening to each other 
and to the car. For a long-term term of FBC operation there was not any case of 
infringement of FBC stability in the car and stability of the car itself.  
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FBC resistance to sliding and overturning in the lorry and stability of the motor-car-FBC 
system at suitable fastening were confirmed by calculations (see annexes I and II) and 
pictures. Stability calculations have approved by Bureau Veritas "BVQi".  

  Drop test 

8. As for objective character of FBC testing, for example, for falling from the height of 0.8 
meters onto a firm smooth flat horizontal surface then it was repeated under supervision of 
a competent authority of Russia: CNIIMF (the Central Marine Research and Design 
Institute) – in strict conformity with the European standard and was illustrated by the test 
report and the video (see annexes III and IV). Test results are as successful as results in 
document UN/SCETDG/35/INF.27. The test results also answer anxieties of the UK and 
Belgium. 

  Top lift test 

9. We agree with comments of Belgium on absence of top lift tests in 
UN/SCETDG/35/INF.27. We don't carry out these tests because of absence of requirements 
for such tests. Top lift tests are replaced in Russia with dart drop tests for an FBC loaded to 
14 tonnes, fixed on a stationary frame by means of short slings and long ones duplicating 
them (see Picture 2). The difference in length of short and long slings usually amounts to 
1,150 mm, i.e. the FBC moves to such a distance in free falling after blasting the short 
slings by means of a special device. The FBC is stopped by elastic impact when duplicating 
slings and framed net of the FBC are tensioned. At that, loads on the FBC are recorded by 
special devices. The load on the FBC frame net via slings reaches 112 tonnes that 
corresponds to the safety factor of 8:1.  

 

 
Picture 2 

 
10. We agree with Sweden that replacement of FBC top lift test with alternative test 
methods not always can be correct, even if they are carried by competent authorities. We 
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are ready to change formulation in paragraph 6.8.5.3.6.4 of document 
ST/SG/AC.10/C.3/2010/58.  

  Righting test 

11. We agree with comments of Belgium. The righting test will be carried out anew in full 
conformance with standard ISO 16467:2003.  

  Topple test 

12. We agree with comments of Belgium on necessity to carry out FBC toppling onto a 
firm smooth flat horizontal surface. Such tests will be carried out in the near future on the 
plate with mass of 3,225 tonnes by analogy with the FBC drop test.  

 

  
 

13. We agree with the statement of Germany that provisions on FBC testing are developed 
basically by analogy with provisions on IBC testing. We have added provisions on FBC 
testing with the following sections: 1. Tests for waterproofness (weatherproofness) as 
construction type tests and periodic inspection tests, and 2. Tests for a safety coefficient as 
periodic inspection tests. We agree with Germany in the opinion of inexpediency to carry 
out FBC top lifting tests with 6-fold excess of allowable weight. We are ready to discuss 
provisions on testing and to add them, if necessary.  

  Operational concerns 

14. We don't support anxiety of the UK and Germany concerning FBC stability in land 
vehicles. FBC stability and stability of a "vehicle-FBC" transport unit can be regulated by 
fastening FBC in the vehicle and limitation of its movement speed. These provisions, as it 
was shown above, have been confirmed by calculations (see annexes I and II) and a long-
term practice of multimodal transportation of bulk goods.  

We don't object to the proposal of the UK to transport FBC by land transport in cargo 
containers with the ВK1 code. However, we ask to take into consideration that railroad cars 
with open top and trucks with height of boards not less than 2.0 meters are not inferior to 
cargo containers with ВK1 code installed on the flat car or on the truck platform of 
respective carrying capacity in indices of strength and stability against toppling.  
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Annex I 

  Calculation under transportation condition 
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1  ( ) -

 / FLEXIBLE CONTAINER (FC) CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATION
CONDITIONS /

-14-10 -

  
-50º  +60º , -

.

 Specialized flexible containers FC-14-10 are
intended for transportation of all types of friable
products by all kind of transport at an ambient
temperature from - 50º  up to +60º , and also
time storage on platforms of accumulation of
cargoes and under warehouse conditions.

-14-10: FC-14-10 overall dimensions:

-  2400±50 ;  - diameter 2400±50 mm;

-   2500±50 ;  - height 2500±50 mm;

-  –  70
;

 - empty container mass - not more than 70 kg;

-  ( ) –  14000 .  - cargo capacity (net) - not more than 14000 kg.

-14-10 ,

, , -
 – , -

-
 ( ) -

. 
.

 Container FC-14-10 consists of the shell made
by a dense polyester fabric rubberized from
both sides, and a frame grid made by polyester
tapes. Their forced joints are sewed by polyes-
ter (lavsan) threads. All kinds of a load are
supported by a frame grid only.

, -
, 

 6:1 - -
-

 14  8:1 –  (
6- ), -

 ( . .1.2.4 -2207-001-56579756-
06).

 The container structure, used materials, dura-
bility of sewing strings and type of a seam
should provide factor of safety not less 6:1 at
quintuple or sextuple usage at carrying capac-
ity of 14 tons and 8:1 - at multiple usage (more
than sextuple), that should proved by true tests
(see item 1.2.4 -2207-001-56579756-06).

-14-10 -

 26469 , 
-

, -
-

 97052003, -943.

 Operation -14-10 should be carried out in
accordance with the Operation Manual
26469OM, and also Rules of cargoes transpor-
tation by rail, technical regulations on accom-
modation and securing of cargoes in railcars
and containers of Ministry of Railways of Rus-
sia 97052003, -943.
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2 
 / GROUNDING OF CALCULATED SCHEMES AND METODS /

2.1 , 
 / SYMBOLS, UNITS NOTATION CONCEPTIONS /

 1
Table 1

BC , Blocking force, kN
FB , Actual blocking force, kN
FR

, Lashing device supporting force, kN

FT - Pretension force, kN

Fx , ,  Longitudinal force acting on a cargo, kN
Fy , 

, Transverse force acting on a cargo, kN

Fz , Vertical force acting on a cargo, kN
FF , Friction force, kN
FFM -

 Fz, 
Friction force as a result of vertical
force Fz action, kN

FR -
 FR, 

Friction force as a result of supporting
force FR action, kN

FFT
 FT, 

Friction force as a result of pretension
force FT action, kN

LC , Lashing force, kN
STF -

, Standard pretension force, kN

a , 2 Acceleration, m/s2

b , Vertical moment arm, m
c Acceleration coefficient
d , Tipping moment arm, m
h , Lashing forces moment arm, m
g

g = 9,806 65 2
Gravity acceleration
g = 9,806 65 m/s2

k Reduction factor
m ,  (1000 ) Cargo mass, t (1000 kg)
n Lashings number
w Breadth of the cargo

, Vertical angle, deg
x -

, 
Horizontal angle in longitudinal direc-
tion, deg

y -
, 

Horizontal angle in transverse direction,
deg

s Sliding friction coefficient
D Dynamic friction coefficient
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2.2 
 / ACCELERATION PARAMETERS /

 2,  3   4  -
,

-
 [1].

 Maximum acceleration coefficients values are
given in tables 2, 3 and 4. They should be tak-
en into account when the cargo is loaded on a
transport device for corresponding type of
transportation [1].

IMO/OLP/UN/EWG 
(CTUs), , -

D
.

 Above values correspond to
IMO/OLP/UN/EWG cargo transport require-
ments (CTUs). But we create more safe trans-
port conditions inserting D coefficient.

, 
-

, 
-

, 
.

 Dynamic loads and impacts acting on a cargo
during short time period are compensated due
to lashing device elasticity and car and trailer
impact damping system.

-
, 

 EN 12195-1.

 Since load value is increased slightly, it is ne-
glected in case if EN 12195-1 Standard re-
quirements are satisfied.

 Cx, Cy, Cz -
-

 2.

 Acceleration coefficients Cx, Cy, Cz are given in
table 2 in case of road transportation.

 Cx,Cy,Cz
-

 3.

 Acceleration coefficients Cx,Cy,Cz are given in
table 3 in case of rail transportation.

 Cx,Cy,Cz
-

 4.

 Acceleration coefficients Cx,Cy,Cz are given in
table 4 in case of sea transportation.

 2
Table 2

 / Acceleration coefficients
 –  / longitudinal y –  / transverse /

Lashing direc-
tion

 / for-
ward

 / back-
ward / Tipping

 / Sliding
z - -

 /
downward ver-
tically

 /
longitudinal

0,8 0,5 - - 1,0

 /
transverse

- - 0,5 0,5+0,2b 1,0

a          IMO=1,0 s / instead of IMO=1,0 for s
b         +0,2  / for unstable cargoes only
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 3
Table 3

 / Acceleration coefficients
 –  / longitudinal z- -

 / minimal value
downward vertically

 /
Lashing direc-

tion

/ Tipping
 / Sliding

y – -
 / trans-

verse

/ Tipping
 / Sliding

 /
longitudinal

0,6 1,0 - 1,0 1,0

 /
transverse

- - 0,5 1,0 0,7

 4
Table 4

 / Acceleration coefficients
/ Sea Area

 / Direction
 –  /

longitudinal
y –  /

transverse
z- -

 /
minimal value downward
vertically

 / longitudinal 0,3 - 0,5
 / transverse - 0,5 1,0
 / longitudinal 0,3 - 0,3
 / transverse - 0,7 1,0
 / longitudinal 0,4 - 0,2
 / transverse - 0,8 1,0

. .  IMO / NOTES. See IMO instructions
 / Baltic Sea

 /  / North Sea south area / Mediterranean Sea
 / unlimited
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3 
 / LASHING DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS CALCULATION METHOD/

3.1 
 / GENERAL /

, , 
.

 Following notations, symbols, units, and abbre-
viations are used hereinafter.

3.1.1 

-
 [1].

 3.1.1 Cargo securing equipment

Systems and equipments for safety loading [1].

3.1.2 

-

 3.1.2 Lashing device

Flexible device for loading of the cargo on ve-
hicle

3.1.3 

-
-

 ( -
, -

, , ) [1].

 3.1.3 Pretension device

Mechanical device for lashing device preten-
sion and holding (for example, sliding ratchet
coupling, winch, tension hand grip) [1].

3.1.4 -

, 
-
-
-

 [1].

 3.1.4 Pretension indicator

Device indicated lashing device force due to
tension elements during vehicle movement or
when loading area is deformated [1].

3.1.5 

, -
, , 

.

 3.1.5 Attachment point

Cargo fixed part, for example transport ring for
loading safeguarding device attaching.

3.1.6 

, -
; -

, ,  [1]

 3.1.6 Lashing point

The fixing device on a vehicle used for cargo
lashing device direct joint. It looks as a ring, a
hook, eye or the fixing bus.

3.1.7 
 STF

, , -
.

3.1.7 Standard pretension force STF

Residual force arisen, when tension lever be-
comes free.

3.1.8 

, 
, -

-
.

 3.1.8 Cargo transverse lashing method

Method of lashing when friction force arisen
due additional vertical components regarding
cargo weight
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3.1.9 

, 
-
-

.

 3.1.9 Cargo direct lashing method

Method of lashing when lashing device joints to
fixed part of the cargo or to specified lashing
points.

3.2 
 / DEFINITION OF CALCULATED PARAMETERS /

3.2.1  m

, 

 3.2.1 Cargo mass m

Lashed mass

3.2.2  a

.

 3.2.2 Cargo acceleration a

Maximum acceleration for a given kind of
transportation.

3.2.3  C

, 

g,  a = C g 
.

 3.2.3 Acceleration coefficient C

It should be multiplied on gravity acceleration g
to obtain cargo acceleration a = C g for a given
type of transport.

3.2.4  Fx

, -
, 

 ( ) 
 (Fx = m cx g).

 3.2.4 Longitudinal force acting on the cargo Fx

Inertia force acting on the cargo (Fx = m Cx g)
along (x-axis) due to vehicle movement.

3.2.5 , -
 Fy

, -

 (y- ) 
 (Fy = m Cy g).

 3.2.5 Transverse force acting on the cargo Fy

Inertia force acting on the cargo (Fy = m Cy g)
along (y-axis) due to vehicle movement.

3.2.6  Fz

, 

 (z- ) -
 (Fz= m cz g).

 3.2.6 Vertical force acting on the cargo Fz

Total sum of vertical forces (Fz= m Cz g) de-
termined by cargo weight force and inertia
force acting on a cargo along vehicle vertical
axis (z-axis).

3.2.7 s

-
.

 3.2.7 Sliding friction coefficient s

Coefficient of friction between cargo and con-
tact area.

3.2.8 D

-
, , 

 3.2.8 Dynamic friction coefficient D

Coefficient of friction between moving cargo
and contact area.

3.2.9  FF

, -
,

 3.2.9 Friction force FF

The force acting in opposite to cargo move-
ment direction due to friction between cargo
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, - and loading area surface.

3.2.10  FB

, 

 3.2.10 Actual blocking force FB

The force acting on blocking device in speci-
fied direction.

3.2.11  BC

, -

 3.2.11 Blocking force BC

Maximal force determined blocking device
bearing strength in specified direction.

3.2.12  n

.

 3.2.12 Number n

Number of lashings.

3.2.13 
 FT

, -

.

 3.2.13 Pretension force of the lashing device
FT

Lashing device force due to tensioning device
acting.

3.2.14  k

, 

-
.

 3.2.14 Factor k

Factor takes into account pretension force re-
duction due to friction between cargo and lash-
ings.

3.2.15 -
 FR

, 

 3.2.15 Lashing device supporting force FR

The force acting on lashing device when vehi-
cle moving.

3.2.16  LC

,
.

 3.2.16 Lashing force LC

The lashing device maximal force under direct
tensioning condition.

3.2.17 

-
, 

.

 3.2.17 Vertical angle 

The angle between lashing device and at-
tached vehicle surface.

3.2.18 
x

-
 (x- ) -

.

 3.2.18 Horizontal angle in longitudinal direction
x

The angle between lashing device and vehicle
longitudinal axis (x-axis) measured in loading
area plane.

3.2.19 
y

-
 (y- ) 

 3.2.19 Horizontal angle in transverse direction
y

The angle between lashing device and vehicle
transverse axis (y-axis) measured in loading
area plane.

:

 Following equilibrium conditions should be
complied to provide main requirements of the
FC safety transportation:
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- -
;

 - resultant vector of all forces acting on a cargo
should be equal zero;

- -
.

 - resultant vector of all force moments acting
on a cargo should be equal zero.

 EN 12195-2, 
 EN 12195-3 

EN 12195-4 , -

, -
, -

.

 Lashing belts according to EN 12195-2, chains
according to EN 12195-3 and wire ropes ac-
cording to EN 12195-4 should withstand forces
and moments acting on a FC in longitudinal,
transverse and vertical directions during trans-
portation.

-
, , 

, -
, -
. ,

-
, , ,

, 
-

. , 

.

 In general case should be done to provide car-
go equilibrium using anchor bolts, blocking de-
vices and/or locking devices. Lashing by an-
chor bolts with full geometrical closure is ap-
plied to container transportation mainly and not
combined with other lashings. Blocking devices
often used together with other lashings.

:  There are two types of lashing

- , -
, 

, 
, ;

 - transverse cargo lashing when cargo holds
due to force acting on cargo bearing area ver-
tically downward;

-  –
-

, 
, -

, .

 - direct cargo lashing with vehicle body by ten-
sioning belts. Thus some small cargo shiftings
are permitted. They are determined by lashing
devices elasticity and values of forces acting
on a cargo.
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4 
 / CALCULATION OF THE STABILITY OF NON-LASHING CARGO /

-
 (

),  (
 y).

 Stability assessment of a non-lashed cargo
should be done in both directions: longitudinal
(along x-axis) and transverse (along y-axis)

 1, 
-

:

 Stability conditions are written by following
manner using designations defined on figure 1:

dFbF yxyxz ,, ; d
F

F
b

z

yx
yx

,
, ; d

c
c

b
z

yx
yx

,
, (1)

 Cx,  Cy,  Cz –  .
. 2, 3, 4.

 Values Cx,  Cy,  Cz are acceleration coefficients
values (see tables 2, 3 and 4).

 (1) , -
.

 Cargo is considered as stable if conditions (1)
are satisfied.

: 1 - ; 2 – ; 3 - 
Symbols: 1 - centre of gravity; 2 – cargo; 3 - tipping axis

.1 

Fig. 1 Non-lashed cargo on a bearing area.
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4.1 
 / BLOCKING DEVICE /

-
:

 Equilibrium condition in longitudinal and trans-
verse directions:

yxFB FFF , ; gmcgmcF yxzDB , ; mgccF zDyxB )( , (2)

 ( . . 2):
 Blocking force is calculated by following formu-

lae (see also fig. 2)

mgccBC zDyx )( , , (3)

:  Where:

m - ;  m – mass of the cargo;

g - ;  g - gravity acceleration;

D - . D - dynamic friction coefficient.

, 
, -

, 
.

 Blocking device installed to non-lashed cargo
fixing should be used in case of stable cargo
only.

: 1 - ; 2 – ; 3 - 
Symbols: 1 - centre of gravity; 2 – cargo; 3 - blocking device

. 2 
Fig. 2 Cargo lashing by the blocking device

4.2 
 / TRANSVERSE LASHING OF THE CARGO /

Sliding prevention

, -
. 3, -

-
, -

, 

 In case of transverse cargo lashing, as shown
on fig. 3, lashing device is stretched pretension
force FT. Thus friction force between cargo and
contact surface is increased and sliding of the
cargo is prevented.
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: 1 – ; 2 – ; 3 – ; 4 – -
; 5 – ; 6 – ; 7 – ; 8 – .

Symbols: 1 – cargo; 2 – vertical axis; 3 – lashing device; 4 – tensioning device; 5 – transverse axis; 6 – lashing
point; 7 – horizontal surface; 8 – longitudinal axis.

. 3 
Fig. 3 Cargo transverse lashing

:

 Forces equilibrium condition is described by
following manner:

yxFTFM FFF , ; gmcnkFgmc yxTzD ,)sin( (4)

:
 Pretension force is determined by following

formulae:

mgccFnk zDyxTD )(sin , ;
sin

)( ,

D

zDyx
T nk

mgcc
F . (5)

-
:

 Required lashings number is determined by
following formulae:

TD

zDyx

Fk
mgcc

n
sin

)( , ; (6)

 - .  where  is a vertical angle.

:

 Any lashing device pretension force value is
limited by the following range:

LCFLC T 5,01,0
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-
, -

 (4)  (5) -
:

 If in case of transverse cargo lashing blocking
devices are used, equations (4) and (5) are led
to following relationship:

mgccFnkBC zDyxTD )(sin , ; (7)

Tipping and sliding prevention

 ( . .4)  h 
 w 

, -
 n, -

, .

 Fixed block (see fig. 4) with height h and width
w is lashed on cargo loading area by trans-
verse lashings. Lashings number is n.

-
 (b, d).

 Centre gravity of the block coincides with block
geometry centre (b, d).

,

:

 Tipping prevention condition as a result of car-
go equilibrium conditions is following:

cos)2(sin)1(2
1 ,

hkwk
wFhF

nF zyx
T , (8)

gmcF yxyx ,, , gmcF zz where gmcF yxyx ,, , gmcF zz

 FT

:

 Lower threshold of the force FT from the cargo
tipping prevention point of view is calculated by
following formulae:

cos)2(sin)1(
)(

2
1 ,

hkwk
wchcmg

nF zyx
T , (9)

.
 Cargo sliding prevention condition may be for-

mulated using formulae above.

: 1 – ; 2 – 
; 3 – ; 4 – .

Symbols: 1 – tipping axis; 2 – pretension indicator; 3 – tensioning device; 4 – centre of gravity.

. 4 

Fig. 4 Transverse cargo lashing against tipping and sliding
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5 
 / DIRECT LASHING /

-
.

, -
:

In case of direct lashing cargo is lashed
straightly on vehicle. Lashing is considered as
direct if following conditions are satisfied:

- , 
, 

;

- tilted and diagonal lashings are directly at-
tached to cargo and vehicle body;

- 
, ,

.

- ring-like and top-over loop lashings are di-
rectly attached to vehicle body only.

-

 FR.

 Supporting forces FR are acting in some lash-
ing devices depending of cargo shifting direc-
tions.

-
:

 There are direct cargo lashing of following
types:

- , -
-

;

 - lashings tilted relative to longitudinal and
transverse directions;

-  ( . 5);  - diagonal cargo lashing (see fig. 5);

- ;  - ring-like lashing;

- 
.

 - lashing by cargo top-over loop.

: 1 – ; 2 – ; 3 – ;
4 – ; 5 – ; 6 – .

Symbols: 1 – cargo; 2 – lashing device; 3 – vertical axis; 4 – transverse axis;
 5 – longitudinal axis; 6 – loaded area.

. 5 

Fig. 5 Cargo diagonal lashing
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:

 Equilibrium cargo condition is presented by fol-
lowing form in longitudinal and transverse di-
rections:

yxFRFMyRx FFFF ,,2 ;

gmCFgmcF vxRzDRvx .. )sin2(coscos2 ;

mgDCCF zyxRDvx )()sincos(cos2 ,. ,

(10)

 where:

m - ;  m – cargo mass;

g - ;  g - gravity acceleration;

Cx, Cy  Cz - ;  Cx, Cy  Cz - acceleration parameters;

D - -
 [1];

D - dynamic friction coefficient according Ad-
dendum B [1];

k -  6.2;  k – according 6.2;

 - ;  - vertical angle;

x - -
;

x - horizontal angle in longitudinal direction;

y - -
.

y - horizontal angle in transverse direction.

. 
.

 NOTE. Lashing device should be tensioned
preliminary by hand.

 LC -  Lashing force LC is calculated by following
formulae:

mgCCLC zDyxDvx )()sincos(cos2 ,. (11)

 BC -
, 

-
, -

:

 Blocking force BC of unstable cargo diagonal
lashing is calculated by following formulae tak-
ing into account usage of the blocking device
in one of specified directions:

mgCC
h

bdhBC zDyx )( , (12)

 h, d, b . . 1.  Dimensions h, d, b see fig.1.

5.1 -14-10
 / NON-LASHED CARGO FC-14-10 STABILITY CALCULATION /

-
 (1)

 Non-lashed cargo stability conditions (1)

dFbF yxyxz ,, ; d
F

F
b

z

yx
yx

,
, ; d

c
c

b
z

yx
yx

,
,

 14000 .  Cargo with mass of 14000 kg is considered as
homogeneous.
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bx,y =1,2 ,   d=1,25 ,   Fz=149,8  bx,y =1,2 m,   d=1,25 m,   Fz=149,8 kN

Stability condition

d
C

C
b

z

yx
yx

,
,

Road transportation

 ( .
. 2)

 standard acceleration coefficients see (Table
2)

-  =0,8 ( -
), C =0,5 ( );

 - longitudinal direction  =0,8 (forward),
C =0,5 (backward);

-  C =0,5;  - transverse direction C =0,5;

-  Cz=1,0.  - vertically downward Cz=1,0.

 - 1,2>0,8*1,25/1,0 = 1,0 longitudinal direction (forward)

 -  1,2>0,5*1,25/1,0 = 0,625 longitudinal direction (backward)

1,2>0,5*1,25/1,0 = 0,625 transverse direction

.  Stability conditions are fulfilled.

- Rail transportation

 ( .
. 3)

 standard acceleration coefficients (see Table
3)

-  =0,6 ( -
), C =1,0( )

 - longitudinal direction  =0,6 (tipping), C =1,0
(sliding)

-  Cz=1,0 ( ) ,
Cz=1,0 ( );

 - longitudinal direction  =0,6 (tipping), C =1,0
(sliding);

-  C =0,5;  - transverse direction C =0,5;

-  Cz=1,0 ( ),
Cz=0,7 ( )

 - vertically downward Cz=1,0 (tipping), Cz=0,7
(sliding).

-  Checking of the cargo stability in longitudinal
direction

1,2>0,6*1,25/1,0 = 0,75 tipping

1,2<1,0*1,25/1,0=1,25 sliding

-  Stability checking in transverse direction

1,2>0,5*1,25/1,0=0,625 tipping

1,2>0,5*1,25/0,7=0,89 sliding

Sea transportation

 ( . .4):
 standard acceleration coefficients under Medi-

terranean Sea condition (see Table 4):

-  =0,4, Cz=0,2;  - longitudinal direction  =0,4 , Cz=0,2;

-  C =0,8; Cz=1,0.  - transverse direction C =0,8; Cz=1,0.

: Stability checking:

-    - longitudinal direction
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1,2<0,4*1,25/0,2 = 2,5-  1,2<0,4*1,25/0,2 = 2,5 - stability conditions not
satisfied

   - transverse direction

1,2>0,8*1,25/1,0 = 1,2 - -
.

 1,2>0,8*1,25/1,0 = 1,2 - stability conditions are
fulfilled.

Conclusions
1. -

-
14-10 

.

 1. Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are stable in all cases during
road transportation

2. -

-14-10  (1)
 ( ) 

. 
 ( . . 2.1 )

 2. Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are unstable in longitudinal di-
rection (sliding) in case of rail transporta-
tion. Stability condition (1) is not satisfied.
Lashings are needed (see item 2.1 of a cur-
rent paragraph)

3. -

-14-10  (1)
 ( -

) .

 3. Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are unstable in longitudinal di-
rection (tipping) in case of rail transporta-
tion. Stability condition (1) is fulfilled.

4. -

-14-10  (1)
 ( , -

) .

 4. Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are stable in transverse direc-
tion (sliding and tipping) in case of rail
transportation. Stability condition (1) is ful-
filled.

5. 
-14-10 

-
.

 5. Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are unstable in longitudinal di-
rection only during sea transportation.
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6 -

 / BLOCKING FORCE CALCULATION IN CASE OF NON-LASHED STABLE
CARGO FIXING /

-

(2):

 Blocking force  for non-lashed cargo is cal-
culated by following formulae (2):

mgCCBC zDyx )( , ,

D =0,25 (  -  [1]) where D =0,25 (Europallets – wood [1])

-  (
)

 - for rail transport (sliding in longitudinal direc-
tion)

=1,0;  Cz=1,0; =1,0;  Cz=1,0;

BC=(1,0-0,25*1,0)*14=10,5  BC=(1,0-0,25*1,0)*14=10,5 kN

-  ( -
)

 - for sea transport (longitudinal direction)

=0,4;  Cz=0,2; =0,4;  Cz=0,2;

BC=(0,4-0,20*1,0)*14=2,8  BC=(0,4-0,20*1,0)*14=2,8 kN
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7 -14-10 -

 / FC-14-10 TRANSVERSE LASHING CALCULATION IN CASE OF ROAD
TRANSPORTATION /
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 2,5  Trailer pad width 2,5 m

:  Cargo in FC

 m = 14  Mass m = 14t

: 2,4  Width 2,4 m

: 2,5  Height 2,5 m

: 2,4  Length 2,4 m

:  Lashing device:

 LC = 30 ,

STF = 6,25 kN = 625 daN

 Lashing force LC = 30 kN,

STF = 6,25 kN = 625 daN

,  k = 1,5 [1].

 Each lashing device is supplied by tensioning
device and pretension indicator, thus reduction
coefficient is equal k = 1,5 [1].

 (6)
 Required lashings number is determined by

formulae (6)

TD

zDyx

Fk
mgCC

n
sin

)( , 05,1
15985,03,05,1

14)13,08,0(
,

 where

LCFLC T 5,01,0  - 
.

LCFLC T 5,01,0  - pretension force.

: ,  –
,

 Friction: Cargo in FC, load pad material -

D = 0,3 (c . [1]).  friction coefficient D = 0,3 (see [1]).

:  = 80º  Vertical angle  = 80º

-
 ( . . 2):

 Acceleration coefficients in case of road trans-
portation (see Table 2):

-
:

 Longitudinal acceleration coefficient:

Cx = 0,8  Cx = 0,8.

:
 Vertical acceleration coefficient:

Cz = 1,0  Cz = 1,0.

. -

 FT  n
= 2, -

 LC = 30kN = 3000
daN.

Conclusion. Required lashings number in
case of transverse cargo lashing and maximal
force FT value n = 2. Each lashing device
should withstand lashing force LC = 30kN =
3000 daN.

-
 (7)

 Blocking force is calculated by following formu-
lae (7)

-
 FT -

 Required blocking force in case of minimal pre-
tension force value FT is determined by follow-
ing manner:
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mgCCFnkBC zDyxTD )(sin , ,

 = (0,8-0,3)*14-1,5*0,3*0,985*3=5,67
.

 Thus  = (0,8-0,3)*14-1,5*0,3*0,985*3=5,67
kN.

. -
-

 n=1, -
=5,67 .

Conclusion. Required lashings number in
case of minimal pretension force value n = 1.
Blocking force is =5,67 kN.
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8 -14-10

 / FC-14-10 DIAGONAL LASHING CALCULATION IN CASE OF SEA
TRANSPORTATION /

, -
, 

-
x –  

y – -
 ( . . 5). -

, , 
,  8,  4 -

.

 Two pairs lashing devices are used in case of
diagonal cargo lashing. They are arranged with
different angles because, besides vertical an-
gle , two angles in a horizontal plane are oc-
curred - x in longitudinal direction and y in
transverse direction (see fig. 5). Thus only 4
lashings are need. In case of other lashing tipe
8 lashings are need.

 (11),(12).  Calculations are performed by formulae (11),
(12).

 LC -
:

 Lashing force LC is calculated by following
formulae:

mgccLC zDyxDvx )()sincos(cos2 ,. ,

=0º - -

,

=0º when lashing devices are paralleled to
load pad plane;

x,y = 45º - 
10-14,

x,y = 45º in case of FC-14-10 symmetrical
lashing;

Cx= 0,4 ( .4), Cz= 0,2 ( -
),

 Cx= 0,4 (see Table 4), Cz= 0,2 (longitudinal di-
rection);

Cy=  0,8  ( .4),  Cz= 1,0 ( -
),

 Cy= 0,8 (Table 4), Cz= 1,0 (transverse direc-
tion)

D = 0,3 (c . [1]). D = 0,3 (see [1]).

)sincos(cos2
)(

.

,

Dvx

zDyx mgcc
LC ;

 ( )
10-14, 

 Lashing force (transverse direction) of a single
FC10-14, kN

52/14)3,08,0(5,0LC

, 
 Total lashing force of a block of five FC, kN

2555 LCLC

 12  Hold’s load pad width is 12 m.

:  Cargo in FC:

 m = 14  Mass m=14t.

: 2,4  Width 2,4 m.

: 2,5  Height 2,5 m.

: 2,4  Length 2,4 m.
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/ GENERAL CONCLUSION /

1. 
-

:

1. Analysis of cargo stability calculations
leads to following conclusions:

1.1 -
 10-

14 -
.

 1.1 Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are stable in all cases of road
transportation.

1.2 -
-

14-10  (1) -
 ( ) -

.  ( . . 2.1
)

 1.2 Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are unstable in longitudinal direc-
tion (sliding) in case of rail transportation. Sta-
bility condition (1) is not satisfied. Lashings are
needed (see item 2.1 of a current paragraph)

1.3 -
-

14-10  (1) -
 ( ) -

.

 1.3 Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are unstable in longitudinal direc-
tion (tipping) in case of rail transportation. Sta-
bility condition (1) is fulfilled.

1.4 -

10-14  (1) -
 ( ,

) .

 1.4 Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are stable in transverse direction
(sliding and tipping) in case of rail transporta-
tion. Stability condition (1) is fulfilled.

1.5 
-14-10 -

.

 1.5 Flexible containers FC-14-10 with homoge-
neous cargo are unstable in longitudinal direc-
tion only in case of sea transportation.

2. -
:

2. Required blocking force calculation for
unstable cargo

2.1 
) BC=10,5

.

 2.1 BC=10,5 kN during rail transportation (slid-
ing in longitudinal direction).

2.2  ( -
) BC=2,8 .

 2.2 BC=2,8 kN during sea transportation (in
longitudinal direction).

3. -14-
10 -

:

3. FC-14-10 transverse lashing calculation
during in case of road transportation

3.1 -
-
-

 FT
 n = 2, 

-
 LC = 30kN = 3000 daN.

 3.1 Required lashings number in case of trans-
verse cargo lashing and maximal force FT val-
ue n = 2 during road transportation. Each lash-
ing device should withstand lashing force LC =
30kN = 3000 daN.

3.2 

 n=1, -
=5,67 kN.

 3.2 Required lashings number in case of mini-
mal pretension force value n = 1. Blocking
force is =5,67 kN.
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-
,
-

 [1].

 Polyester bands providing standard safety
margin [1] are recommended as lashing de-
vices.

4. 
-14-10 -

4. FC-14-10 diagonal lashing calculation in
case of sea transportation

4.1 
 5-

 2,5
.

 4.1 Diagonal lashings of each of 5 FC should
be installed at 2,5 m above load pad plane in
orthogonal directions.

4.2  5-
 LC5=LC*n =25 .

 4.2 Total lashing force of FC block consisting
of 5 FC LC5=LC*n =25 .

-
-

, -
 [1].

 Lashing chains with appropriate diameter pro-
viding standard safety margin [1] are recom-
mended as lashing devices.

/ USED TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION /
1.  EN 12195-1:2003.

.
 1. European Standard. EN 12195-1:2003. Eu-

ropean Committee for Standardization.

2. 
-

. . -
.

 2. European Best Practice Guidelines on Car-
go Securing for Road Transport.
European Commission. Directorate-General
for Energy and Transport.
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1. General 
1.1. A flexible container of model МК-14-10 is an object of testing; it has the following 
technical characteristics: 
number of gripping elements (slings) 8 pcs 
body diameter 2,450.0 mm 
body height 2,500.0 mm 
apparent volume 13.0 m3  
gross load-carrying capacity 14,000.0 kg 
number of rows at stacking 3 
packing group III; 
serial number 10910550 
 
1.2. Test site  
The slip dock for longevity and static tests. 
 
1.3. Test type 
Free-drop impact. 
 
1.4. The letter of indemnity of CJSC "New Technology in Transportation" (bldg 4, 
12/27 Maly Gnezdnikovsky pereulok, Moscow, 125009) is a basis for carrying out of 
the tests. 
 
1.5. The following persons were present at carrying out the tests:  
 
From CJSC "CNIIMF"    – E.B. Karpovich, O.E. Karpovich 
 
From CJSC "New Technology in Transportation" – E.A. Akhundov 
 
1.6 The test object was delivered to the laboratory on 20.10.2010. 
           date of delivery 

1.7. The tests were carried out within the period since 20.10.2010 till 21.10.2010. 
                         time of test carrying out including preparation is specified 
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Fig. 1.1. E.B. Karpovich, E.A. Akhundov, O.E. Karpovich  
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Fig. 1.2. Container with the measuring bar 
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2. Testing equipment and measurement means 
 
2.1. Characteristics of the reinforced floor of the "Slip dock for longevity and static 
tests": 

• Reinforced floor dimensions - 48x24 m 
• Permissible unit load on the reinforced floor - 40 kN/m2  
• Reinforced floor plate mass - more than 3,225 t. 

 
2.2. Force measuring channel ДСТУ-200-20 consisting of: 

• System "ViCont" 
• Force-measuring transducer 1798 ДСТУ-2И-200-№20, bridge №1 (Certificate 

of measurement means calibration №1230/314-10, valid until 07.10.2011). 
 
 
3. Documentation 
 
3.1. The program of free-drop impact tests of specialized flexible containers of model: 
МК-14-10. 
3.2. Flexible containers. Strength characteristics. Test procedure. ИМЯН31-258-00 
МИ. 
3.3. Certification of automatic loading channels of system СНПК2000-300. Procedure 
ИМЯН307-310-00МА. 
 
 
4. Test procedure 
 
Operations on container preparation for various types of tests as well as their carrying 
out are set forth in IMJAN31-258-00 МИ "Soft containers. Strength characteristics. 
Test procedure".  
(Information that should contain in the report is given below on separate sheets for 
each type of tests). 
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5. Free-drop impact test 
 
5.1 Serial number of the container is 10910550. 
 
5.2 Date of testing: "October 21, 2010". 

 
 5.3 Testing conditions: 
  Container load G, kN                   - 139.3 ± 1.67 
  Dropping height h, m                   - 0.8 
  Air temperature T,  °C                 - 10 
  Type of dropping:       to the base (to the plate) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5.4 Deviations 
 
There were no deviations from the agreed test procedure in the process of the test. 
 
5.5 Test results 
 
The container shell did not suffer damages; there was no container content loss (see 
Fig. 5.2). 
 
5.6 Conclusion 
 
The container has passed the free-drop impact test. 
 
Test chief       E.A. Shishenin  

full name 

Head of Laboratory 31     V.M. Shaposhnikov 
full name 

 
Director of the Testing Center 
of CNIIMF       O.E. Karpovich 

full name 

Chief of the Cargo Securing Laboratory 
of CNIIMF       E.B. Karpovich 

full name 
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Fig. 5.1. The container before testing 

 
Fig. 5.2. Condition of the shell after testing 
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Fig. 5.3. View of the container after testing 
 

 
Fig. 5.4. Serial number of the container 
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6. Report ЭР – 314-42.1 of incoming inspection 

 
 
 
 
Saint-Petersburg      October 20, 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flexible container МК-14-10 is manufactured by CJSC "New Technology in 
Transportation" (Moscow) according to TU 2297-001-565797565-06. Container serial 
number is 10910550. The container was delivered to FSUE "TsNII after Academician 
A.N. Krylov" on 20.10.2010 (see Fig. 6.1).  
 Inspection of the container and measurements of basic dimensions showed 
conformity of the container design to TU 2297-001-565797565-06. Damages of the 
container shell and load-handling devices are absent. 
 The conclusion: the container shall be admitted to the tests.  
 
 
 
Test Chief        E.A. Shishenin 
 
 
Principal engineer of sector 314     S.G. Vagengeim 
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Fig. 6.1. Container МК-14-10 lifted by the load-handling device 
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7. Report ЭР – 314-42.2 of flexible container weight determination 
 
 

REPORT 
Of weight determination of flexible container МК-14-10 
 
Saint-Petersburg      October 20, 2010 
 
 

We, the undersigned, have drawn up this report in that we, using "Force 
measuring channel №ДСТУ-200-20", make weighing of the flexible container of 
model МК-14-10, a container serial number – 10910550.  

As a result of direct measurement it has been found that the container weight 
amounted to (14,200 ± 170) kg. The error of weight determination meets requirements 
of standard accuracy with which the container weight should be known.  

 
 
 
Test Chief       E.A. Shishenin 
Senior research scientist 
 
 
Principal engineer of sector 314    S.G. Vagengeim 
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Fig. 7.1. Container МК-14-10 before weighing 
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Fig. 7.2. Determination of container МК-14-10 weight using "Force measuring 

channel No. ДСТУ-200-20" 
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8. Measurement means calibration certificate 
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FEDERAL STATE UNITARY ENTERPRISE 

"CENTRAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
after Academician A.N. Krylov" 

 
Metrological Service 

 
 
 

CERTIFICATE № .1230/314-10   . 
of measurement mean calibration 

 
         Validity term till 
                    "07"        10   , 2011 
 
 
 
Force measuring channel "№ ДСТУ-200-20" consisting of:  
1. System "ViCont"  
2. Force-measuring transducer 1798 ДСТУ 2И-200 №20, bridge №1 (label end)  

(measurement mean name, configuration) 
 
 

RESULT OF CALIBRATION 
 
 
Force measuring range is 10-200 kN (stretch).  
Limits of relative error of force measurement at confidence   
probability of 0.95 is ± 1.7%.  
 
Conditions of calibration carrying out: 

 
   ambient air temperature   +17°C; 

 

atmospheric pressure   103 kPa; relative humidity air   68%  
 
 
CONCLUSION: 

 
 
Based on calibration results (report №413 of 06.10.10)  

 

 force measuring channel № ДСТУ-200-20 is admitted to   
 usage as a working instrument when carrying out strength  
 tests.  
    (admitted, not admitted to usage) 
 

 

 
 
Engineer of the 1st category of sector 314 

  
 

signature 

  
 
I.N. Shokhova 

 

(position of the specialist carried out calibration)  (signature)  (full name)  
 
 
CHIEF METROLOGIST OF THE  

  
 

signature 

  
 
V.D. Morozov 

 

INSTITUTE  (signature)  (full name)  
 
 
      (stamp) 
      LS 

 
 
 

"  07 "  of  October ,  2010 
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9. Certificate of flexible container МК-14-10 of CJSC "New 
Technology in Transportation" 
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CERTIFICATE 
of flexible container МК-14-10 

 
 
Manufacturer: CJSC "New Technology in Transportation" 
Manufacturer's address: Bldg. 4, 12 Maly Gnezdnikovsky pereulok,  
       Moscow, Russia, 125009 
 

 

 • Container serial number 
  (corresponds to the net number) 10910550 oper.  

 • Manufacture date 30.09.10  
 • Drawing 0-20954.00  
 • Technical specifications TU 2297-001-565797565-06  
 • Load-carrying capacity 14,000 kg  
 • Safety coefficient    8:1  
 • Certificates of container conformance with:   
 - GosStandard of Russia РОСС RU.АИ27.Н02675  
 - Lloyd's Register Certificate №7/00005  
 • Weight of the empty container    70 kg  
  

 
 Designated purpose: For transportation and temporary storage of bulk 
goods at ambient temperature from minus 40°C to plus 60°C. containers shall 
be operated in accordance with "Operating Manual 26469-01РЭ". 
 Manufacturer's warranties: The manufacturer warrants container compliance 
to requirements of technical specifications TU 2297-001-565797565-06 at 
observation of operation, transportation and storage conditions by a consumer. 
 Warranty container lifetime is determined as 1 year from the date of 
manufacture including time of storage, transportation and operation. Operating 
life can be prolonged by results of the accelerated test for residual strength by 
procedure №МИ-009. 
 
 
 
Head of the enterprise.    (signature)     ./E.A. Akhundov/ 
 
 
 
Quality inspector.       (signature)        ./Ipatenko/ 
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10. Testing laboratory accreditation certificate 
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Annex IV 

Links to video files 

FBC drop test: http://files.mail.ru/TFQW5I    

FBC inspection after the drop test: http://files.mail.ru/7TR49N   
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